For debate: defective mitochondria, free radicals, cell death, aging-reality or myth-ochondria?
As both experimental evidence and theoretical considerations may suggest that free radicals and mitochondria might be associated as key factors in aging, these organelles have been implicated in various versions of the free radical theory of aging. However, except for a few cases, no evidence for a death process specifically activated in respiratory defective cells could be found in patients with a mitochondrial disorder, including those harboring high levels of mutant mtDNA associated with profound respiratory chain deficiencies. This and more recent evidence suggest that damages produced by free-radicals endogenously generated in the mitochondria result in a distinctive biochemical profile, only occur under exceptional conditions and that a dysfunction of the respiratory chain does not cause opening of the permeability transition pore and is not sufficient per se to trigger massive entrance of cells into death processes, neither apoptosis nor necrosis. Therefore, defective mitochondria and their particular genome, should not be considered as a major and primary source of free radicals either leading cells into a death cascade or resulting in an accelerated aging process.